Instructions: Letters A-E are on the cursive sheet below. With a pencil, trace the letters on these lines. Then, see if you can write the letter without tracing! The arrows will show you what direction you should be tracing. When you are finished with this sheet, move on to the next letters of the alphabet.

Aa Aa Aa Aa
Bb Bb Bb Bb
CcCcCcCc
DdDdDdDd
EeEeEeEe
FfFfFfFf
Instructions: Letters G-L are on the cursive sheet below. With a pencil, trace the letters on these lines. Then, see if you can write the letter without tracing! The arrows will show you what direction you should be tracing. When you are finished with this sheet, move on to the next letters of the alphabet.

Gg
Hh
Ii
Jj
Kk
Ll
Instructions: Letters M-R are on the cursive sheet below. With a pencil, trace the letters on these lines. Then, see if you can write the letter without tracing! The arrows will show you what direction you should be tracing. When you are finished with this sheet, move on to the next letters of the alphabet.
Instructions: Letters S-X are on the cursive sheet below. With a pencil, trace the letters on these lines. Then, see if you can write the letter without tracing! The arrows will show you what direction you should be tracing. When you are finished with this sheet, move on to the next letters of the alphabet.
Instructions: Letters Y and Z are on the cursive sheet below. With a pencil, trace the letters on these lines. Then, see if you can write the letter without tracing. The arrows will show you what direction you should be tracing! When you are finished, move onto “cat” and “you.” The last spaces are up to you to choose what word or letter you would like to practice.

Yy Yy Yy Yy

Zz Zz Zz Zz

cat cat cat cat

Run Run Run
Now that you are getting familiar with cursive, try transcribing the letter fragment to your right.